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Abstract—Domain Specific Modeling (DSM) tools have matured and became powerful over the past few years and are now used more frequently to model complex systems. Consequently, the demand for model management and collaboration among DSM tools becomes more important. In collaborative modeling, domain specific models are mostly edited and elaborated concurrently by different semi-autonomous users. Hence, there is a need for reconciling these concurrently evolved models so as to seamlessly work together. CSCW community proposes tools or techniques to ensure collaboration among general purpose modeling languages, but they do not give functionalities to support reconciliation and merging for asynchronous modification. In addition, management of communications among members of collaborative group could also help to facilitate collaboration in the group. In this paper, we propose a communication framework to manage exchanges of concurrently edited DSM models among users. Besides, we present a reconciliation framework to merge concurrently evolved DSM models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is a Software Engineering technique that aims to raise the level of abstraction of software development from code to model [1]. Specifically, MDE uses Domain Specific Modeling Languages (DSML) to specify the structure, behavior and requirements of applications within specific domains [2]. The main idea of Domain Specific Modeling (DSM) is to describe a solution directly using domain concepts rather than generic modeling languages, the benefits of this approach have been described in [3]. DSML uses model, meta-model and meta-meta-model to describe concepts at different abstraction levels. A model is an abstraction of a software system. A meta-model is a DSL oriented towards the representation of software development methodologies and endeavors [4]. Likewise, as models are described by meta-models, meta-models are also described by meta-meta-model (i.e. EMF/ECore [5]). Meta-meta-model is a minimum set of concepts which define the languages (including itself).

DSMs are tailored to a specific application domain so that it has to evolve to meet the new requirements of stakeholders [6], [7]. DSMs evolve by modifying their meta-model in order to satisfy new requirements. Indeed, like other software artifacts, meta-models could also evolve throughout software development life cycles (i.e. analysis, design, testing, and maintenance) as a result of a better understanding of the problem domain or error correction [8], [9]. Because of meta-model evolution, the existing models might no longer be conformed to the new version of meta-model. Therefore, these models need to be co-evolved in order to conform to the adapted meta-model.

Most of the DSM tools developed in the past consider the modeling process as a single user task [10], however, this hypothesis is too restricting with regards to how projects are managed. Modeling of software systems usually requires collaboration among members of a group with different scope and skills. Hence, there is a need for group members to share modeling artifacts (i.e. model and meta-models) and synchronize their activities. Shared modeling artifacts could be edited and evolved concurrently throughout the development life cycle of a software application by different users. As a result, they might not seamlessly work together or the final result may not be what users want. In other words, modeling artifacts become inconsistent with each other.

Inconsistency is one of the main challenges that hinder collaborative model editing, therefore, conflicts that cause inconsistencies need to be identified and resolved. Industry commonly uses a central repository with merge mechanisms and locks in order to handle inconsistency problems and ensure cooperation [11]. Unfortunately, locking technique is inadequate for a large number of users who work in parallel [12], [13]. Besides, in practice, this technique takes much time for users to resolve conflicts [13], [14]. In addition, this approach restricts users to be dependent on one repository. Other modes of cooperation could also be possible, where each member of a group has his/her own partial copy of the global specification model and communicate his/her activities by sending messages [11]. This type of collaboration gives users control over their data and let them work in isolation. It also addresses the problem of being dependent on a single repository. But, it is challenging to keep all copies of modeling artifacts consistent; because they could be modified parallely by users.

We believe that answering the following questions ensures collaboration among DSM tools: 1) how to manage communication among members of a group? and 2) how to detect conflicts and reconcile conflicting modifications? We propose a collaborative framework called DiCoMEF to ensure
collaboration among members. In DiCoMEF, every member of collaborative model editing group has his/her own local copy. Members exchange messages to communicate their activities with other members. Specifically, they exchange sequences of elementary change operations (i.e., create, delete, update) that are used to adapt models and meta-models. Modifications of models and meta-models are controlled by human actors rather than software agents. DiCoMEF uses EMF/ECore [5] as its meta-meta-model definition.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes collaborative model editing. Section 3 describes DiCoMEF’s architecture, communication and reconciliation. Section 4 mentions related works. Section 5 describes benefits and finally Section 6 presents future work and conclusion.

A. Collaborative Modeling

As stated in [15], cooperative work is attributed to mutual interdependence of tasks among multiple users to produce specific products or services. Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is a type of cooperative work in which computer systems are implemented to support these mutually interdependent works. In fact, CSCW is a broad discipline that deals with how people are working in groups and the underlaying technological support. Groupware is a software system that is designed to support cooperative work [15]. Collaborative model editing is a groupware in which computer system are employed to ease users communication and reconciliation work.

Since multiple users with different goals, strategies and experience levels are involved in collaborative modeling, their communication needs to be controlled so as to have effective collaborations. In fact, members of a group communicate one another by modifying common field of works such as models and meta-models and use message exchanges [16] to propagate local modifications. Hence, there is a need to have a protocol or a guideline for controlling change propagations. Uncontrolled change propagation lets every member of a group to propagate his/her local modifications to other members directly. This could cause a continues discussion among members to solve conflicting proposals and it may even hamper collaborative work. On the contrary, a controlled change propagation manages modifications. Specifically, a controller is assigned to supervise changes. Management of changes could be more efficient and effective if a controller has a knowledge of business domain and has a good modeling experience. Besides, s/he has authority to accept or reject modifications.

Reconciliation is a process of merging conflicting versions of (meta)models into a new version. It constitutes activities like detection of inconsistencies and merging. Specifically, differences between two versions of (meta)models need to be identified, conflicts among two versions should be detected and resolved so as to merge the two versions into a new version. Differences between two versions of (meta)models are derived using either State-based comparison or change-based comparison [13], [12]. State-based comparison takes states of two versions of (meta)models with a same ancestor as an input and derive their differences. This process is commonly referred to as differencing and it is computationally expensive and change post-mortem [17]. Change-based comparison keeps track of changes whenever they occur, and then it stores them into a repository. So that, there is no need to calculate deltas later. Operation-based comparison is a special type of change-based comparison where deltas are represented as a sequence of change-operations [18]. Operation-based comparison captures the exact time sequences of changes that could help to understand changes and detect conflicts [12]. Besides, it can also express sets of operations that occurred in a common context as composite operations. According to Koegel et. al. [17], time sequences of changes and composite operations help users to easily understand changes in operation-based comparison than in state-based comparison.

II. DiCoMEF

A. Architecture

DiCoMEF is a distributed collaborative model editing framework, which lets each member of a group to have his/her own local copy. As it is shown in Figure 1, editors of Group 1 (Bob and Tom) and editors of Group 2 (David, Charles and Henry) modify their local copies and send their modifications as a change request to a controller of Group 1 (Alice) and a controller of Group 2 (Amanda) respectively so as to propagate their modifications to other members. In fact, the collaboration scenario could becomes more complex with a member of one group may be involved in many other groups. For example, an observer of one group might be a controller in another group. But, we consider the simplified form of collaboration scenario (the one in a rectangle as shown in Figure 1) in this work. We assume that (meta)models owned by one controller is independent from (meta)models owned by other controllers. DiCoMEF allows a member to exchange his/her local modification directly without supervision of a controller, but this type of communication has a risk to become out of synchrony with other members.
Basic concepts used in DiCoMEF are expressed in the DiCoMEF meta-model (see Figure 2). These concepts are person, role, role type, model, meta-model, copy model and master model. A master (meta)model has one or more copy (meta)models which are distributed among members. DiCoMEF implements universal unique identifier (UUID) to differentiate (meta)model elements uniquely. Each newly created (meta)model elements has a unique identifier. That means that, two (meta)model elements are considered as equal (same) if and only if they have a same UUID. A person involved in collaborative modeling has a role(s) with respect to a (meta)model, which is typed as a controller, an editor or an observer. In fact, there are two controller role types which are implemented in DiCoMEF such as a model controller or a meta-model controller. A meta-model controller (and a model-controller) manages evolution of a master meta-model (respectively a master model). A controller role type is flexible meaning that it can be assigned to other members of a group. A person can thus be both editor, controller, or observer for distinct (meta)models. A person with an editor role type has a write and read access to copy models s/he owns locally, whereas an observer has only a read access.

DiCoMEF implements two additional main concepts such as main-line and branches to store models and meta-models locally. The main line stores different versions of a copy (meta)model. Editors cannot modify copy (meta)models stored on the main-line. Whenever they want to modify copy (meta)models locally, they first create branches from the main line and do modifications there. For example, in Figure 3, a copy model evolves from version $V_0$ to version $V_1$ on the main line based on changes propagated from a controller. It also shows a branch that is created by an editor, Bob, to modify the copy model locally from version $V_3$ to version $V_4$; a branch was created before a copy model evolves from version $V_5$ to version $V_6$.

We used the following running example to demonstrate our framework. Let Alice, Bob and Tom are involving in collaborative model editing, where Alice is a controller and Bob and Tom are editors. Alice firstly hands out the initial version of a meta-model, $V_0$, to all members; a user interface has a widget(s) (see Figure 4(a)). Later, Bob creates a branch from his local copy meta-model and changes the association link into a composition relationship and he renames the association into “composedOf” as shown in Figure 4(b). And he also incorporates his rationale of changes into multimedia files as “a user interface is composed of widgets”. Afterwards, the controller, Alice, and Bob modify the change requests together as shown in Figure 4(c).

B. Communication

In DiCoMEF, members of a group communicate by modifying (meta)models locally and send their modifications to others members through a controller. While an editor modifies (meta)models, elementary change operations (create, delete and updates) that adapt (meta)models are stored locally on a branch (i.e repository). DiCoMEF uses a history meta-model to define structures of these elementary operations, but discussion about the history meta-model is out of scope of this work. Editors could annotate change operations with multimedia files (i.e audio, text, video) to describe their rationale behind modifications.

Editors send (annotated) sequences of change operations (change request) to a controller. They could also send their local modifications directly to other editors, but this type of collaboration has a risk of having inconsistent (meta)models with other members of a group. In this work, we assume that a controller is a senior staff with good knowledge of business domain and modeling experience. Besides, s/he has given an authority to accept or reject modifications proposed.
by editors. The controller applies a change request on a master (meta)model in order to evolve it from version $V_0$ to version $V_{n+1}$. In fact, s/he examines proposed changes and solves conflicts by consulting multimedia files that describe rationale of modifications. S/he could also contact an editor who has proposed changes to better understand them and solve conflicts together. Eventually, a controller propagates accepted changes to all members of a group so as to automatically evolve copy (meta)models (i.e. stored on main-lines) from version $V_0$ to version $V_{n+1}$. These modifications could cause a new version of a copy (meta)model inconsistent with local modifications. Hence, these conflicts should be identified and reconciled locally by the editor.

For example, Bob sends sequences of annotated elementary operations (i.e. create, delete and updates) that are used to adapt the association link (i.e. renaming and change it into composition relation) to Alice in order to propagate his modifications to other member (Tom), see Figure 4(b). Alice examines changes proposed by Bob and they solve conflicts together. Afterwards, she propagates changes to all members so as to evolve copy meta-models from version $V_0$ to version $V_{n+1}$, see Figure 4(c). She also sends models migration strategy for a model controller to evolve models to be conformed with new definitions of meta-model. The model migration instructions could be generated automatically and/or some of them might also be incorporated manually by an editor or a controller.

C. Reconciliation

To ensure collaboration, conflicting changes need to be detected and resolved. Indeed, DiCoMEF adopts operation-based comparison approach to derive differences between two (meta)models. Since models and meta-model live at different abstraction levels, we adopted two different conflict detection strategies to detect conflicts between models and conflicts between meta-models. Conflicts are detected by inspecting sets of concurrent operations that change model and meta-model elements, respectively [13], [12]. This type of conflict detection approach could be regarded as operation-based conflict detection [19]. In cases of conflicts, DiCoMEF provides facilities for editors and controller(s) to consult multimedia files that describe rationale of modifications so as to solve conflicts in interactive way. Editors could also contact (i.e via video conferencing, email, chat) a controller or an editor who proposed changes to solve conflicts together. As a general rule of reconciliation, we propose that every editor is forced to choose modifications proposed by a controller whenever conflicts occur. But s/he can propose her/his local modifications (i.e. the one in conflict with propagated changes) as a change request later.

DiCoMEF lets editors to decide when to synchronize their local modifications with changes propagated from a controller. Editors synchronize their local modifications with propagated changes first and then continue with their work. The other option is that, editors pend synchronization until they finish their work and merge their local modifications with propagated changes later. In both cases, a copy (meta)model firstly evolve from version $V_0$ to version $V_{n+1}$. Afterwards, operations that adapt a copy (meta)model $V_0$ locally are re-played on a new version, $V_{n+1}$. Indeed, DiCoMEF presents sets of local modifications that are conflicting with propagated changes to an editor. The editor selects those changes that s/he wants to keep and sends as a change request later. This way DiCoMEF keeps and re-apply local modifications after adapting (meta)models using change propagations.

Reconciliation process is done both by a controller and (meta)model editors so as to merge their modifications with proposed changes. For example, when Bob sends his modifications to Alice (see Figure 44(b)), she examines proposed changes. But, she could also suggest to add a new class called a WidgetType because a same widget type (i.e. Button, TextField, Label) might be used by different user interfaces. Afterwards, Alice and Bob work together to modify the proposed changes by adding a class (WidgetType) and annotate change operations with multimedia files to describe their rationale (see Figure 44(c)). Then, Alice sends changes that she and Bob agreed up on as a change propagation to other members.

Reconciliation is done for pairs of changes that are in conflict with each other. Some pairs of changes are not conflicting, for instance, a pair of changes that modify a state of a (meta)model element in a same way. For example, if both Bob and Tom rename an association link from “has” to “composedOF”, these two modifications are not conflicting with each other. On the other hand, some changes may cause conflicts, for example, if Tom deletes a class widget in his local modifications. This modification is conflicting with changes propagated from Alice (controller), hence, Tom firstly needs to adopt changes propagated by Alice and sends his local modifications as change request later.

As it was said above, DiCoMEF uses UUID to differentiate (meta)model elements uniquely. Hence, newly created (meta)model elements are considered as different. For example, suppose Tom changes the first version of model (Figure 4(a)) by modifying a multiplicity of an association link and rename it to composedOf. He also adds a new class called a WidgetType as it is shown in Figure 4(c) before Alice propagates accepted changes to all members. In this case, new classes created by Tom and change propagation (WidgetType) are considered as different classes. Therefore, Tom has to consult the rationales (i.e. annotations, multimedia records, …) which annotate changes so as to understand them and merge redundant model elements. He can also contact Alice and/or Bob for further explanation. As a general rule, if a same model element is created locally and in a change propagation, then a model element that is created locally should be removed. It is also possible for a model element to be created only either in Tom’s local modification or in change propagation. If it is in the change propagation, a new model element is added to Tom’s repository based on the synchronization strategy he choses. Newly created model elements by Tom, will be sent as a change proposal to Alice
later.

It is also worth mentioning that models need to co-evolve with an adapted meta-model so as to conform with new specifications. Let us suppose that Alice (controller) was editing a meta-model, then she should send model migration instructions to a model controller(s) in order to evolve models with new definitions of a meta-model. Since Alice (meta-model controller) does not have access to instance models, the migration strategies generated by her may not be complete to migrate all instance models. As a result, there is a need to incorporate migration strategies manually to migrate those models that are still not valid with the new specifications of meta-model. DiCoMEF provides facilities relating on COPE [20] to help model controller to incorporate migration strategies manually in order to migrate those inconsistent models.

DiCoMEF does not ensure that models are consistent with their meta-models after model integration/migration activities are performed. This could help to facilitate the exchange of "partial" models that do not fulfill constraints of their respective meta-models among modelers.

III. RELATED WORKS

Many research has been done in the past to address challenges of collaborative software development. In [21], Ignat et al. compared different approaches for collaboratively editing a text or tree based documents. Dewan and Hedges [22] also proposed a collaboration model that lets users to handle conflicts and merge their intentions collaboratively. However, most of previous works deal with collaborative merging of software codes.

In the context of collaborative modeling, there are few frameworks available that support collaboration among DSM tools. These frameworks commonly adopt approaches like using central repository with merge mechanisms and locks [23] in order to ensure collaboration and handle inconsistency problems. EMFStore is an operation-based collaborative model editing framework for Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) based models [24]. EMFStore uses a central repository with copy-merge techniques to ensure collaboration. MetaEdit+ [25] implements Smart Mode Access Restricting Technology (Smart Locks ®) to support concurrent access of shared modeling artifacts that are stored centrally. Even though locking technique assumes strict consistency model, it becomes inadequate when a number of users who edit (meta)models in parallel reach a very low threshold [12]. These approaches constrain all members to be dependent on a central repository.

D-Paxis[11] is an operation based peer-to-peer collaborative framework for model editing. It avoids the problem of being dependent on one central repository. But, it uses an automatic conflict resolution approach that is based on the Lamport clock and the delete semantics of Praxis. But, we argue that final results of automatic reconciliation process could not reflect the intention of users. So, we propose a distributed collaborative framework called DiCoMEF which free users being dependent on a central repository. Besides, modifications are controlled by human agents (not automatic).

IV. BENEFITS

DiCoMEF allows a group of modelers to work in isolation and exchange their local modifications with other members later. It implements two main concepts such as main-line and branch that help to manage communication among members and ensure collaboration. Besides, changes are managed by a controller (human agent). More importantly, a controller role is flexible meaning that it could be easily assigned to another member. This dynamic roles assignment could let people to implement more elaborated strategies on top of DiCoMEF, i.e., a user can delegate his/her role to another person. DiCoMEF also provides facilities for editors to annotate their rationale of changes with multimedia files.

V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

To fully benefit from DSM tools, it is important to improve cooperation among them. In this work, we have presented a theoretical framework to ensure collaboration among DSM tools. Specifically, managing communications among members of a collaborative work and re conciliating concurrently evolved DSMs. The proposed framework, DiCoMEF, is at the early stage of implementation to validate theoretical concepts presented in this paper.
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